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Efforts to Improve Student Engagement in Phys 121 & 221
John McGill
Physics 121 Average Percentage Grades

RESULTS

PROJECT GOALS

82

I implemented the increased frequency iClicker questions
in Physics 121 and 221 during the fall of 2019. The
increase in student attendance and engagement was
noticeable. I observed that students were much more
eager to engage in discussions when there is an iClicker
question than at other times. In informal class polls, most
of the students like having the iClicker questions.

To improve student understanding in the physics 121 & 221
series using Evidence-Based Teaching (EBT) practices.
Specifically, use of a Student Response System (SRS) (i.e.
iClickers) and modified Think Pair Share (TPS) was increased
over previous quarters in order to increase student attendance
and engagement. Active engagement in learning has been
shown to improve student understanding and outcomes. It is
expected that the implementation of these EBT practice will
improve student outcomes.

However, when comparing student grades to those of
previous classes there is no clear evidence of
improvement. I’ve included graphs of student grade
averages from Fall 2019 with those of the previous three
times I’ve taught each class. The graphs show no
substantial change in class averages.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES
I have used the iClicker SRS in previous quarters to record
student responses to in-class multiple choice questions in
Phys 121 and 221. The class participation part of the grade (5%)
is based on responses to the iClicker questions. The students
receive 75% credit for any attempt and full credit for correct
answers. In Fall 2019, I increased the frequency of iClicker
questions from roughly 2 per lecture to roughly 6. I encourage
the students to pair up and work on the questions together and
ask questions in a modified TPS scenario. Most of the iClicker
questions were drawn from question sets available from the
textbook publisher. Below are some example iClicker questions.
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In addition, the increase in the number of iClicker
questions slows down the teaching process considerably.
Many of the questions can take five minutes or more to
complete. The slower pace probably helps the students
who are struggling in the class, but for the students who
are learning the material quickly, it reduces the total
amount of subject they encounter. This is particularly a
problem in Physics 221 which is the introductory course
for the physics majors
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Error bars are two standard deviations of the mean

EXAMPLE ICLICKER QUESTIONS
3. The same force is applied to different masses. In the graph, the resulting
acceleration is plotted vs. the mass. What is the force?

1. A hollow tube lies flat on a table.
A ball is shot through the tube.
As the ball emerges from the
other end, which path
does it follow?

14

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Acceleration (m/s2)

12
10

Answer: C

8
6
4
2
0

2. The box is sitting on the floor
of an elevator. The elevator is accelerating
upward. The magnitude of the normal
force on the box is

0

5
Mass (kg)

3.0 N
12 N
1.0 N
1.33 N
None of the Above

CONTINUED WORK
I am continuing to use iClicker questions in the Physics
120 and 220 sequence. This quarter, I’m implementing
the questions in a more standard TPS format. Students
are asked to read and consider the question silently to
themselves for a minute or two before I allow them to
begin answering. After that I allow them to discuss the
question in groups. I hope this will encourage students
to engage individually and not just rely on neighbors.

Answer: B

4. The cart is initially at rest. Force
is applied to the cart for time Δt, after which the car
has speed v. Suppose the same force is applied for the same time to a second cart with
twice the mass. Friction is negligible. Afterward, the second cart’s speed will be

A. v

A. n > mg.

B. ¼ v

B. n = mg.
C. n < mg.

C. ½ v

D. n = 0.

D. 2v

E. Not enough information to tell.

Acceleration vs. Mass

Answer: A

E. 4v

Answer: C
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